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Abstract

Futuristic wireless networks are being proposed to promote a significant
improvement in performance, mainly in highly dense scenarios. However,
cost constraints are also a key concern for the next generation of wireless
networks. In this context, Low-cost Wireless Backhauls (LWBs) can pro-
vide relevant contributions. LWBs are based on WLAN technologies, such
as Wireless Mesh Networks, in which gateways to the wired networks are
potential bottlenecks, and load balancing is critical for performance. In spite
of several proposals to deal with load balancing, they fail to combine three
key aspects: (1) stability, (2) reduction of the average path length, and (3)
throughput fairness. Our proposal addresses these aspects by adopting a
joint approach for routing and channel assignment. The routing part is com-
posed of a heuristic that employs an on-demand local solution in which load
balancing is combined with the three aforementioned key aspects. We have
carried out an in-depth simulation study in ns-3 to assess the impact of our
proposal on traffic performance when compared with the state of the art.
Our proposal is superior in most of the scenarios, in particular in terms of
stability and average path length. Our proposal also increases the aggregate
throughput and minimum throughput per flow in the network, especially
when the number of flows is large.
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1. Introduction

After 2020, a new generation of wireless communications, a.k.a. 5G Net-
works, is expected to support a 1000-fold increase in the present traffic de-
mand [1] and to provide unprecedented ubiquity. Several new technologies [2]
are under investigation or are being designed to address these expectations,
for example, interference cancellation, millimeter wave, massive MIMO, and
visible light communication. On the other hand, 5G networks will also be
under considerable pressure to introduce budget constraints [1, 3, 4], since
companies cannot count on increases in the users’ bills to cover the large ex-
penditure required for the development and deployment of new technologies.
This situation encourages the adoption of approaches such as infrastructure
and spectrum sharing [5] and heterogeneous networks [3, 6] for a more effi-
cient use of resources. WLANs are one of the most important technologies
in heterogeneous networks, particularly for cellular offloading and D2D com-
munications [7].

Another promising approach for 5G networks is network densification [8],
which has the potential to combine new technologies with cost-effectiveness.
Basically, network densification consists of combining spatial densification
and spectral aggregation. Spatial densification means increasing the number
of wireless infrastructure nodes that, for example, provide connectivity for
mobile users and IoT devices. Both spatial densification and spectral aggre-
gation entail increasing the amount of traffic between the Internet and the
nodes of the wireless infrastructure. Thus, the impact of network densifica-
tion depends on the densification of the backhaul. While fiber optics and
some recent wireless technologies (e.g., millimeter wave) may offer excellent
results in terms of performance, their costs are, in some key scenarios, too
high. For example, IoT sensors and actuators are inexpensive devices that
are being deployed in large numbers in many public places. Thus, there is
a huge demand for coverage involving low-power devices, and the aggregate
throughput demand can be supported by low-cost wireless backhauls based
on WLAN technologies. In developing countries, such as Brazil, India, and
South Africa, there are a lot of poor dense communities, which are getting ac-
cess to cheap wireless mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) but are
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unable to pay for conventional wireless data plans. Low-cost wireless back-
hauls (LWBs), which are also based on WLAN technologies, can be a method
that enables companies to extend their infrastructures to these communities
and offer affordable wireless data plans.

Low-cost wireless backhaul can be seen as a Wireless Mesh Network
(WMN) [9] with some specific features. Like a WMN, an LWB comprises
gateways, routers, and clients. A set of routers offers a multi-hop backbone
to reach the gateways, which usually have a wired connection to an external
network or the Internet. On the other hand, WMNs are often deployed by
communities or small companies [10, 11], where cost is a critical issue. Thus,
WMNs are generally built with low-cost off-the-shelf hardware [12], use a
very low number of interfaces per device (e.g., there are hardly ever more
than three air interfaces), and employ ad hoc topologies where it is common
to find bridging nodes [13]. LWBs are networks that are designed to be de-
ployed by mobile network operators (MNOs) to increase their coverage at
a low cost. However, the alternative solutions available for the MNOs are
commonly expensive (e.g., fiber optics), thus high-quality customized hard-
ware and a larger number of radios (e.g., five air interfaces) per device are
acceptable. In addition, the deployment of LWBs tends to be planned, and
uses dense topologies that increase the potential network capacity and avoid
the need for bridging nodes. This context requires solutions that employ the
resources efficiently, and exploit the potential of multiple paths for improving
network capacity.

In the context of WMNs, it is well known [14] that networks comprising
routers with multiple radios and multiple channels can significantly increase
the aggregate network capacity. In this regard, several papers have sought
solutions for the MAC layer [15, 16, 17] and for the network layer [18, 19,
20], i.e., those that involve routing protocols. However, the most promising
suggestions [21, 22, 23] combine information from both layers and thus can
significantly benefit from the multiple available paths. The main problem
in the MAC layer is the channel assignment, while load balancing routing is
the most important problem in the network layer. Additionally, the routing
decision should take into account the need to reduce the number of hops
between the source and destination, so as to shorten the end-to-end delay and
improve the contention-based media access [24, 25]. Recent publications [24,
25] have evaluated their proposals under different conditions and made use
of more realistic traffic profiles. This is the starting point of our paper.

We noticed that one of the most promising approaches [24], based on
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joint routing and channel assignment, still has some serious drawbacks when
employed in LWBs: it does not achieve a satisfactory trade-off between load
balancing and path length, which mainly affects flows with long paths. In
addition, it requires a large number of channel re-assignments, which signif-
icantly increases computational costs, due to the complexity of the channel
assignment algorithm. This problem led to the development of our joint
solution, called the Joint approach for Improving Load balancing and Path
length (JILP) in LWBs. The main contributions of our solution are in the
area of routing. JILP employs a set of simple and efficient load balancing al-
gorithms, called Bottleneck, Path Length and Routing overhead (BPR) [26],
the purpose of which is to add and remove routes for the flows. If a bot-
tleneck increases, the algorithms only operate on the flows going through it,
either by seeking to reduce the bottleneck or finding new routes with shorter
paths.

In the present paper, we provide a more formal and detailed description
of the BPR algorithms, and also carry out a more in-depth evaluation of per-
formance that involves both parts of our joint solution: routing and channel
assignment. In [26] we addressed the topological and overhead issues of the
routing part. In other words, we did not investigate performance metrics
such as throughput and fairness, and the evaluation was restricted to as-
pects of the routing algorithms. In the present paper, we have expanded the
evaluation to investigate our solution in greater depth and also compare it
with another state of the art joint approach [24], conducting a large num-
ber of simulations. On the basis of these simulation results, we show that,
when compared with [24], JILP keeps the network bottleneck close to the
optimum while reducing the average path lengths and the number of chan-
nel re-assignments. In addition, in most of the evaluated scenarios, JILP
increases the aggregate throughput and the fairness between the flows.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 examines some
relevant related research. Section 3 outlines the problem formulation for
load balancing and path length. Section 4 describes our proposal and gives a
detailed description of the algorithms. Section 5 presents the evaluation and
discusses the results with regard to the distinct number of flows, channels,
and scenarios. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our main findings and gives
some suggestions for directions for further research.
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2. Related Work

Since LWB is still a new concept, in this section we will review relevant
publications related to WMN, and highlight any differences that might arise.
Most of the traffic in WMNs tends to cross the network’s boundaries through
gateways, mainly in the direction from the Internet to the internal network,
i.e., it is download traffic. The number of gateways is usually smaller than
the number of mesh routers owing to the increase in financial costs. Thus, the
wireless links close to the gateways are potential network bottlenecks and thus
reduce the throughput of the flows that pass through the bottlenecks because
of the unfair distribution of these flows in the mesh routers that are close
to the gateways and the high level of contention or self-interference. Load
balancing routing and channel assignment play an important role in the traffic
performance of a WMN [27]. This section describes the related research into
load balancing routing, channel assignment, and the combination of both.

Load balancing routing is one of the main areas researched in WMN and
has received considerable attention from the scientific community. The cen-
tralized algorithms employed by [28, 29, 30] handle the load balancing routing
in a single gateway environment by distributing the traffic load between the
routing subtrees of which the gateway is the root. These algorithms have a
drawback caused by the routing subtrees, i.e., the individual flow routes are
not independent since the routes are restricted by the tree structure. As a re-
sult, the tree structure does not allow the load balancing routing algorithms
to take full advantage of the dense features of the LWBs.

Many load-aware routing metrics have been designed for WMNs [31] to
take advantage of the dense topologies, such as WCETT-LB [18], ILA [19],
CWB [20], NLR [32], and LAM [33]. These metrics act as a part of the rout-
ing protocols, which means they are distributed solutions for load balancing.
Load-aware routing metrics use at least one load measurement (e.g., queue
length, channel busy time, and number of flows) to be aware of the congested
links or nodes. The routing protocol disseminates the routing information
(i.e., the routing metric). On the basis of this information, each node can
compute its own routing table by using a routing algorithm (e.g., the short-
est path). However, load-aware routing metrics usually have a high level of
routing oscillation due to the frequent changes in the traffic load [34], which
degrades the performance of many applications. Statistical functions and
updated propagation threshold mechanisms have been suggested to smooth
the values of the metrics, but these only serve as a palliative solution. Fur-
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thermore, load-aware routing schemes also result in longer paths, since the
traffic tends to be routed around the congested links or nodes.

Load balancing routing mechanisms were developed by adopting an ap-
proach that selects multiple paths for the same source–destination pair [35,
36]. This multipath approach selects routes to transmit a single flow in a
parallel way, i.e., packets of the same flow are sent by different paths. More-
over the approach provides a theoretically better load balancing, even though
the large amount of out-of-sequence packets has an adverse effect on most
of the applications. Congestion control mechanisms of transport protocols
(such as TCP) and playout buffer strategies of multimedia applications are
not designed to deal with large and regular packet reordering.

In general, load balancing routing is not enough to realize the potential
of multiple paths. Wireless links that are close to each other contend for
access to the medium, thus it is important to find a solution for channel
assignment to mitigate this interference. The use of multiple radios helps to
relieve the contention, but it leads to the problem of making an optimum
choice of channel assignment for the radios (air interfaces), which is NP-
hard [37]. There have been several attempts to find solutions to this problem,
since the cost reduction resulting from the use of IEEE 802.11 devices has
encouraged the design of dense networks that use nodes with multiple radios.
Naturally, the capability of the multi-radio multichannel requires the use of
orthogonal channels [15], which enables a better spatial reuse than a single-
channel approach.

There are many centralized channel assignment algorithms, which can be
classified into three main categories [15]: 1) network modeling based on a col-
ored graph [16, 17, 22, 38], 2) network modeling based on the flows [21, 23, 39],
and 3) partition network modeling or clustering [40, 41]. The graph and
partition network modeling algorithms share the same objective, which is to
reduce the level of contention. The algorithms for network modeling based on
flows tend to allocate more orthogonal channels to wireless links that are fre-
quently used, i.e., they are load-aware channel assignment algorithms. There
is other related research that proposes distributed protocols and algorithms
to assign channels in multi-radio multi-channel networks [42, 43, 44]. In this
area, each router performs an instance of the algorithm and makes local de-
cisions based on its own information and on information from its neighbors.
In addition, these algorithms employ strategies to select the channel with the
lowest load and the lowest level of interference. The centralized algorithms
usually achieve a better performance than the distributed ones because they
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have a global view of the network, but they rely on the network information
topology and require mechanisms to disseminate the channel assignment de-
cisions. Moreover, although distributed algorithms act locally and do not
depend on all the network information, they need protocols to disseminate
information to the neighboring nodes or the nodes must act with some degree
of cooperation between them.

The joint approach combines routing and channel assignment strategies
that take into account the interdependence and the high coupling between
these strategies [23, 45]. On the one hand, the routing seeks to select the
paths, which can take into consideration throughput fairness, load balancing,
average path length and stability. On the other hand, channel assignment
aims to allocate more bandwidth to the overloaded or lower-capacity chan-
nels. Hence, the main objective of the joint approach is to find a combination
of path selection and channel assignment for the radios in each router so that
the network throughput is maximized. Additionally, route stability and fair-
ness between the flows are also desired properties of a joint approach solution.
As would be expected, finding an optimum solution for the joint approach
problem is also NP-hard [23, 24] and, depending on the problem formula-
tion, there may exist several non-dominated solutions, i.e., the problem may
become multi-objective.

A good deal of work has been carried out on the subject of joint routing
and channel assignment in WMNs. Raniwala et al. [21] proposed a central-
ized solution in which the channel assignment algorithm allocates orthogonal
channels to overloaded links. However, no load balancing solution was used,
since the authors preferred to employ the shortest path routing and ran-
domized multipath routing algorithms. In addition, the channel assignment
algorithm depends on a priori knowledge of the network traffic. Raniwala et
al. [42] also developed a distributed solution to the joint approach in which
the channel assignment algorithm performs local decisions for each node.
The adopted approach seeks to assign the least-used channels around the
neighborhood. The routing part is based on a solution that makes use of
subtrees to perform the load balancing routing. Again, a priori knowledge
of the network traffic is necessary.

Alicherry et al. [23] designed a mathematical model for the joint ap-
proach. They employed an algorithm to obtain an approximate solution
for the link scheduling and channel assignment to maximize the network
throughput. This approach depends on a priori knowledge of the network
traffic. Gardellin et al. [46] suggested a divide-and-conquer solution for a joint
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approach. This involves dividing the network into smaller groups or clusters,
where the optimal solution for each cluster is calculated and then all the
solutions are combined. A knowledge of network traffic, the rate allocation,
and the received signal strength are required for each radio in each router.
Wu et al. [25] gives priority to the multi-radio and multi-channel assignment
by using nodal interference information to form cliques for inter-clusters and
intra-clusters in the network. Gammar et al. [47] also employs cluster-
ing scheme to smooth out interference through the assignment of
distinct channels for each cluster, but their solution does not take
into account the throughput fairness and average path length.

Avallone and Di Stasi [48] developed a centralized algorithm
for joint routing and channel assignment, called Resilient Directed
Acyclic Subgraph (RDAS), that is focused on improving resiliency
through load balancing routing. RDAS is based on an MPLS split-
ting policy which divides flows in multiple paths and seeks to dis-
tribute them so that each set of interfering links does not exceed
the channel capacity. The authors adopt the hose traffic model,
i.e., they have knowledge of the maximum amount of traffic enter-
ing or leaving the network at each gateway node. Thus, a priori
knowledge of the network traffic is necessary. Although RDAS
uses a fixed threshold for the path length, they do not seek to pro-
vide an equilibrium between distribution of flows and path length.
Additionally, the algorithm does not take into account stability for
both routing and channel assignment. Avallone et al. [49] presents a
centralized algorithm, called Minimum Power Channel Assignment
and Routing Algorithm (MP-CARA), which maximizes power sav-
ings and network performance based on properly routing flows, as-
signing channels to radios and selecting nodes/radios that can be
turned off. MP-CARA does not address the average path length
and stability.

The routing algorithm must be aware of a link scheduling mechanism in
order to choose a valid radio and channel along the path that can improve
the load balancing and congestion. However, depending on the PHY layer
specification adopted, the number of non-overlapping channels is very small,
which makes it difficult to reduce the contention. There are other joint ap-
proaches based on centralized and offline algorithms, such as Gardellin et
al. [46], Tang et al. [50], and Avallone et al. [51]. However, all of these
suggestions share the same drawback, which is their dependence on an un-
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realistic or simplified throughput model that requires a priori knowledge of
the traffic load.

To overcome this limitation, Galvez and Ruiz [24, 52] introduced the
Joint Routing, Channel Assignment and Rate allocation Heuristic (JRCAR),
which routes and balances the traffic load at the flow level. JRCAR does not
depend on a throughput model and can thus adapt to real-time variations
in traffic load. JRCAR uses separate heuristics for routing and channel as-
signment, both of which take into account the load on the wireless links.
Initially, JRCAR is responsible for handling the load balancing routing and
after that it performs the channel assignment for the overloaded links. The
load balancing routing is handled at the application level of the TCP flows:
each flow is identified by the source address, destination address, source port,
and destination port. Furthermore, JRCAR offers a simple trade-off between
load balancing and path length, which has not been taken into account by
the previous research. JRCAR employs a stretch factor parameter defined
by Gao et al. [53], which limits the length of a path between two nodes s and
d according to a factor τηsd, where ηsd is the length of the shortest path.

JRCAR prioritizes the routing of the flows with the smallest number of
candidate paths, and rejects alternatives that have a length greater than
τηsd or that have loops. As a result, the flows with the greatest number of
candidate paths are routed last, since these flows might have a higher number
of alternative routes. This has a negative effect on the long-path flows. In
addition, the algorithms that compute the candidate paths and subsequently
the load balancing flow routing have a high computational complexity, which
affects their responsiveness to highly dynamic traffic patterns. In spite of
these drawbacks, JRCAR is a state of the art approach for joint routing
and channel assignment, since it does not rely on a priori knowledge of the
network traffic. This is the reason why we selected it as the main alternative
for comparison with our proposal (JILP).

Table 1 identifies which properties are explicitly addressed by the related
works. This table takes into account some of the most common properties:
type of approach (centralized or distributed), throughput fairness, stability,
and path length.

3. Problem Formulation

In this section, there is a formal description of an optimization problem
that involves the following objectives related to routing: balancing the traffic
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Table 1: Summary of the Related Works on Joint Routing and Channel Assignment

Reference Type of Throughput Stability Path
approach fairness length

Raniwala et al. [21] centralized –
Alicherry et al. [23] centralized –

Galvez and Ruiz [24] centralized
Wu et al. [25] centralized – –

Raniwala et al. [42] distributed –
Gardellin et al. [46] centralized –
Gammar et al. [47] distributed – –

Avallone and Di Stasi [48] centralized – –
Avallone et al. [49] centralized – –

Tang et al. [50] centralized – –
Avallone et al. [51] centralized – –

flows and reducing the path length of these flows. We also describe some
aspects of LWB networks that have a bearing on the problem formulation
and its potential value for finding solutions.

The network topology is represented by a directed graph G = (V,E),
in which every router is a node. There exists an edge, i.e., a wireless link,
between two nodes s,d ∈ V if node d can receive a transmission from node
s. Let esd denote a directed edge from s to d. We assume the connectivity is
symmetric, i.e., edge esd ∈ E if and only if eds ∈ E. Let F denote the set of
Internet flows. The source of a flow f ∈ F is denoted by sf , while df denotes
the destination. A flow either originates or terminates at a gateway node. A
flow route specifies the gateway employed by the flow. We assume that all
gateways are centrally managed, to avoid any ambiguity when establishing
the routes.

The problem of load balancing routing is how to select a path for each flow
in such a way that the load is evenly distributed over the network. However,
most of the routing algorithms for load balancing result in very long paths,
since they tend to go around the overloaded edges when making the routing
decision, which can degrade the performance of an application [54]. An
efficient solution to the load balancing routing problem should establish an
equilibrium between load balancing and path length. Thus, this problem can
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be split into two conflicting objectives: minimizing the overload of the edges
(defined as the number of flows that use the edge), and minimizing the path
length for every flow.

Given a set of flows F , the topology graph G and the length of the shortest
path for each flow f ∈ F , described by ηf , the multi-criterion routing problem
with load balancing and path length objective functions is defined as

minimize

{
maxesd ∈ E

{∑

f ∈ F

afsd

}}
(1)

minimize

{ ∑

esd ∈ E

afsd

}
,∀f ∈ F (2)

subject to

∑

esf d ∈ E

afsfd =
∑

esdf ∈ E

afsdf = 1, ∀f ∈ F (3)

∑

esd ∈ E

afsd =
∑

eds ∈ E

afds,∀d ∈ V − {df , sf} ,∀f ∈ F (4)

∑

esd ∈ E

afsd ≤ Γηf ,∀f ∈ F (5)

afsd ∈ {0, 1} ,∀esd ∈ E and ∀f ∈ F (6)

where the binary variable afsd is equal to one if f ∈ F traverses esd, otherwise
it is zero. Γ ≥ 1 is a given stretch factor parameter, which makes it possi-
ble to control the maximum path length. The two constraints in (3) ensure
that the flow f initiates from its source, sf , and reaches its destination, df .
Constraints (3), (4), and (6) ensure that the traffic of a flow only follows one
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path from its source to its destination. As described earlier, this is impor-
tant for many applications because it avoids the problem of severe packet
reordering and fluctuations in the round-trip time of the flows. Constraint
(5) ensures that the path length will not be greater than the limit imposed
by the parameter Γ, which is important for real-world use even though one of
the objectives is minimize the path length. According to this kind of problem
formulation, the load balancing routing problem can be classified as a multi-
criterion problem, since its objective function (1) seeks to find a solution
(routing F flows in G) to minimize the most congested edge, whereas |F |
objective functions in (2) seek to reduce the path length for the flow routing.

Since the problem has more than one objective, there is a set of non-
dominated solutions, or Pareto optimal solutions [55]. Moreover, this routing
problem requires a solution in a short period which means that the time
needed to calculate the Pareto optimal solutions is, in general, unacceptably
high. Non-exact methods, e.g., heuristics, are a more suitable approach, since
they can obtain satisfactory solutions very quickly. In the next section we
will describe a heuristic for solving the problem outlined here.

4. Bottleneck, Path length and Routing overhead heuristic (BPR)

BPR is a heuristic to optimize the multi-objective problem described
in the previous section. BPR ensures that model constraints 3–6 will be
obeyed while it operates dynamically for new and recently finished flows.
For each flow that starts, BPR seeks the best route in terms of the network
bottleneck (objective (1)) and the path length (objective (2)). For each flow
that finishes, BPR seeks to minimize the bottleneck of the network and the
path length used by the other flows.

We include some additional notation and definitions for a precise descrip-
tion of the algorithms outlined in this section:

• n: new flow.

• t: finished (or terminated) flow.

• Pf : path used by the flow f .

• F : set of flows in the network.

• CPf : set of candidate paths that obey the constraint 5 to the flow f .
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Input : n, F , E, CP , afsd
Output: F , afsd, Pn

1 Bprev ← max
esd∈E

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}

2 MBPn ← arg min
P∈CPn

max
esd∈P

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}

3 Select Q ∈MBPn such that |Q| is minimum
4 ansd ← 1 ,∀esd ∈ Q
5 Pn ← Q

6 Bcur ← max
esd∈E

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}

7 if Bcur > Bprev then

8 ReduceBottleneck(F , E, CP , afsd, Bcur)
9 end

Algorithm 1: Add route to new flow

Algorithm 1 describes how BPR operates when a new flow arrives in
the network. This algorithm is based on the following stages: computing
the network bottleneck before adding the new flow n (line 1); computing
the set of feasible paths that enable it to follow route Pn with the smallest
bottleneck increment without changing the routes of the other flows in the
network (line 2); selecting the shortest path in this set of paths (line 3);
routing the new flow along the selected path (lines 4 and 5); computing the
network bottleneck after adding n (line 6); if the bottleneck has increased,
trying to re-route some other flow, which was passing through the bottleneck
before n was added, and thus seeking to reduce the bottleneck to the previous
value or to reduce the path length of the other flows (lines 7–9).

The ReduceBottleneck algorithm, which will be described in detail later,
seeks to re-route flows away from the bottleneck edges in order to return
the bottleneck to the previous value. As can be noticed in lines 2 and 3 of
Algorithm 1, the path selected for the flow n is a shortest path, as well as
reducing the network bottleneck. Hence, the only opportunity to improve
the result involves attempting to re-route any flow that was already passing
through the bottleneck before the addition of n.

Algorithm 2 describes the actions taken by BPR whenever a flow has
finished. This algorithm is based on the following stages: computing the
network bottleneck (line 1); checking for edges in the path of the finished
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Input : t, Pt, F , E, CP , afsd
Output: F , afsd

1 Bprev ← max
esd∈E

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}

2 EAUX ←
{
esd ∈ Pt |

∑
f∈F a

f
sd = Bprev − 1

}

3 atsd ← 0 ,∀esd ∈ Pt

4 F ← F − t
5 Bcur ← max

esd∈E

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}

6 if Bcur = Bprev and |EAUX | > 0 then

7 ReduceBottleneck(F , E, CP , afsd, Bcur)
8 end

Algorithm 2: Remove finished flow

flow t that could eventually reduce the network bottleneck (line 2); effec-
tively deleting the information of the finished flow (lines 3 and 4); computing
the network bottleneck after removing flow t (line 5); seeking to reduce the
bottleneck or the path length of other flows (if there was no reduction in the
bottleneck through the deletion of the finished flow t and if there is an edge
that offers this opportunity) (lines 6–8).

Naturally, when a flow has been completed, the network bottleneck can
be reduced, and in this event the ReduceBottleneck algorithm is not run.
However, if the bottleneck value remains unchanged after the finished flow
has been removed, it may be possible to achieve an improvement by ex-
ploiting the room left in one of the edges of this finished flow. There is an
opportunity to reduce the bottleneck if any edge of the finished flow has a
number of flows equal to Bprev − 1. This means that one of the flows in the
bottleneck can potentially use this opportunity, which is determined by the
ReduceBottleneck algorithm.

Algorithm 3 is employed to carry out the ReduceBottleneck procedure,
which is based on the following stages: calculating the set of associated links
with the network bottleneck (line 1); checking each flow which passes through
the network bottleneck (line 2), checking whether there is another path that
offers a smaller bottleneck for the flow or has the same bottleneck but reduces
the number of hops (lines 3–6); changing the route of this flow if the condition
is right (lines 7–9); recalculating the network bottleneck (line 10) and the set
of associated links with this bottleneck value (line 11). If there is a single
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Input : F , E, CP , afsd, Bcur

Output: afsd
1 EB ←

{
esd ∈ E |

∑
f∈F a

f
sd = Bcur

}

2 for each f̂ ∈ F such that af̂sd = 1 with esd ∈ EB do

3 Baux ← min
P∈CPf̂

{
max
esd∈P

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}}

4 MBPf̂ ← arg min
P∈CPf̂

{
max
esd∈P

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}}

5 Select Q ∈MBPf̂ such that |Q| is minimum

6 if Baux + 1 < Bcur or (Baux + 1 = Bcur and |Q| < |Pf̂ |) then

7 af̂sd ← 0 ∀esd ∈ Pf̂

8 af̂sd ← 1 ∀esd ∈ Q
9 Pf̂ ← Q

10 Bcur ← max
esd∈E

{∑
f∈F a

f
sd

}

11 EB ←
{
esd ∈ E |

∑
f∈F a

f
sd = Bcur

}

12 end

13 end
Algorithm 3: ReduceBottleneck
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edge in the network bottleneck and the first condition in line 6 applies, then
re-routing flow f̂ will reduce the network bottleneck.

The execution of ReduceBottleneck whenever a flow is created or finished
helps keep the network bottleneck under strict control. However, under very
dynamic conditions that involve a large number of flows arriving and leaving
the network in short time windows, BPR could only be adapted to run the
ReduceBottleneck algorithm after a certain time interval. In such very dy-
namic scenarios, running the ReduceBottleneck when it is based on a time
interval can decrease the computational cost at the expense of a wider fluc-
tuation in the network bottleneck.

Since we chose to design BPR as a centralized scheme, we present some
considerations about this choice in comparison with a distributed approach.
In general, distributed routing approaches are useful when devices are han-
dled independently or different parts of the network are able to operate au-
tonomously. However, these characteristics do not apply to LWB networks.
For example, in the Internet, where ASs (Autonomous Systems) are operated
by independent entities, a distributed routing approach is mandatory. On
the other hand, an LWB network is operated by a company or a consortium,
which makes both distributed and centralized approaches viable. If a net-
work is partitioned (e.g., due to link failures), a distributed routing solution
allows multiple network partitions to operate independently. However, the
clients of an LWB network would not benefit from this since they are only
interested in having access to the Internet.

The centralized approach has several advantages for LWB networks. In a
centralized routing approach, only one entity, e.g., a network controller, needs
to keep information about the whole topology, which reduces the control of
traffic and requires no time for algorithm convergence. The wireless routers
then have less need for processing or memory, and can thus be cheaper and
consume less energy. Since the routes are distributed from a central entity,
it is also easier to handle security issues.

5. Performance Evaluation

As we previously described, JRCAR [24] is a relevant solution
for the joint routing and channel assignment approach, but it is
also a solution concerned with the same properties as JILP. Our
proposal employs a channel assignment solution similar to JRCAR, and thus
a performance evaluation should be concerned with the routing heuristics for
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BPR and LBR. However, the choices made in each routing heuristic have
an effect on the whole joint approach. Thus, we decided to evaluate and
compare the joint approaches of JILP and JRCAR. As stated earlier, JRCAR
was chosen because it is a state of the art solution that has been proven to
achieve a high performance. In the following subsections we will describe
the wide range of tests carried out in the ns-3 (Network Simulator 3) [56];
these employed different configurations and estimated several performance
metrics.

5.1. Simulator Settings

The simulated scenarios were based on two types of topologies. Topology
A has 45 network nodes that are randomly distributed in an area of 700 m
× 700 m, and Topology B has 80 network nodes spread over an area of 1000
m × 1000 m. All the network nodes are fixed and have routing capability.
There is only one external/Internet gateway, which is placed in the center of
the network. This gateway is the border between the LWB and the other,
external, networks. The positions of the nodes are randomly selected, but
they have to comply with a number of restrictions: all the topologies must be
connected graphs, the minimum distance between the network nodes must be
100 m, and the connectivity between the nodes must be defined by a physical
layer model. We employed the Yans [57] as this physical layer model, using
a parametrization that establishes connectivity between the nodes within
a range of 150 m. We adjusted the transmission power and the receiver
sensitivity so that the SNR could be kept high enough to obtain the same
channel capacity within range of 150 m. Naturally, interference can reduce
the effective throughput.

We investigated the impact of the number of flows on the network, and
the impact of the number of available orthogonal channels on the channel
assignment. Initially, the number of flows ranged from 10 to 50, while the
number of radios in each router remained fixed at 5, and the number of
orthogonal channels available for assignment was fixed at 12. After this, the
number of orthogonal channels varied from 4 to 12, while the number of
radios in each router remained fixed at 5, and the number of flows at 30.

We generated 60 random scenarios for every combination of topology and
set of evaluated parameters. The traffic load consisted of TCP flows that
had the gateway as their source, and the routers were randomly selected as
destinations. A single router can be the destination of several flows, and thus
the flows are identified by their source and destination transport ports. The
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flows start randomly at a time interval between 30.0 and 32.5 seconds. Each
flow transfers 512 KB of data and the size of each packet is 2048 bytes. A
simulation was only completed after all the flows had completed transferring
all their data. The mean values are shown with confidence interval bounds
at a confidence level of 95%. Table 2 provides a summary of the parameters
for the simulations.

Table 2: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Transmission rate 11 Mbps (fixed)
Propagation model Log-distance, exponent = 2.7
RTS/CTS disabled
Transmission power 22 dBm
Energy detection threshold (EDth) -96 dBm (ns-3 default)
Carrier sense threshold (CSth) -99 dBm (ns-3 default)
TCP congestion control NewReno (ns-3 default)

5.2. Channel Re-assignments

Channel re-assignments implies on temporary disconnections in the wire-
less links that reduce the application performance. Additionally, channel
reassignment must follow a judicious strategy to avoid a cascade effect that
can affect the whole network, and increase the signaling overhead [58]. Thus,
it is important to keep control of the number of channel re-assignments by
smoothing out frequent re-assignments.

The dynamics of the network flows, i.e., the fluctuation in the number
of flows, has a significant impact on the network traffic pattern. Another
important factor in the network traffic pattern is how the routing and chan-
nel assignment algorithms deal with the dynamics of the network flows. The
routing algorithms based on JILP seek to make adjustments in the routes
of these flows by exploiting opportunities for reducing the bottleneck and/or
path length. The channel assignment algorithms of both joint approaches
(JILP and JRCAR) seek to match the channels according to their interfer-
ence and the links according to their loads. Naturally, the goal is to as-
sign the channels with the lowest level of interference to the links with the
highest load. Figure 1 shows the impact of both joint approaches on the
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number of channel re-assignments as a function of the number of flows in
the network. As the number of flows increases, the number of channel re-
assignments also increases, since the channel assignment algorithm seeks to
reduce the levels of interference and contention in the network, particularly
in the overloaded links. As expected, Topology B has a higher number of
channel re-assignments than Topology A, due to the difference in the number
of nodes, which means there is a difference in the levels of interference and
contention.
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Figure 1: Number of channel re-assignments as a function of the number of flows.

In the presence of 20 flows or more, our proposal (JILP) has a much
smaller number of channel re-assignments than JRCAR, thanks to the BPR
algorithms. The efficiency of BPR can be confirmed by analyzing the tradi-
tional routing flapping (or path changes) metric, as illustrated in Figure 2.
BPR is an on-demand routing heuristic that makes localized changes, while
LBR tends to proactively reconfigure the routes of most of the flows. Since
these changes have a harmful effect on the overall performance, the LBR
strategy does not bring any benefits to the other metrics in the dynamics of
a traditional network, as will be shown in the following subsections.

Figure 3 shows how the number of orthogonal channels affects the number
of channel re-assignments. An increase in the number of orthogonal channels
may imply that there is an increasing number of channel re-assignments if
there are opportunities for less interference or contention. However, after
a certain value, an increase in the number of orthogonal channels implies a
reduction in the number of channel re-assignments since the algorithms have
less work to do, i.e., there are fewer opportunities to lessen the interference
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Figure 2: Number of path changes as a function of the number of flows.

or contention. Naturally, the inflection point in the number of channel re-
assignments is affected by other factors, such as the routing algorithms and
the number of nodes: for example, Topology A versus Topology B. As ex-
pected, JILP maintains the number of channel re-assignments to be notably
smaller than those of JRCAR. Additionally, JILP moves the inflection point
ahead, which means that our proposal is more efficient in using the available
orthogonal channels. The reason for this is that BPR creates shorter average
paths than LBR, which suggests there is a smaller number of active links and
also less interference and contention.
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Figure 3: Number of channel re-assignments as a function of the number of channels.
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5.3. Aggregate Throughput

In this part of the performance evaluation, there is an analysis of the aver-
age aggregate throughput of the network flows, which is described as follows.
To start with, the average throughput of each network flow is calculated on
the basis of the following expression:

ρf =
bf

Tf −Bf

, (7)

where ρf is the average throughput of the flow f ∈ F , bf is the amount
of bits transferred by the flow, Tf is when the flow f finished, and Bf is
when the flow started. Next, the average aggregate throughput of the flows
is calculated for all the scenarios according to the following expression:

ρaa =
1

|S|
∑

s∈S

∑

f∈F
ρf , (8)

where ρaa is the average aggregate throughput of the network flows, and ρf
was defined by Equation 7 for a specific scenario s ∈ S.

Figure 4 shows the average aggregate throughput as a function of the
number of flows in the network. As expected, the aggregate throughput in-
creases as the number of flows increases, until the network is fully saturated,
and then the aggregate throughput starts to decline. Again, the number of
network nodes and the routing algorithms affect the inflection point. Owing
to the shorter paths chosen by BPR and the resulting lesser interference and
contention achieved by JILP, our proposal has a distinct advantage compared
with that of JRCAR. Naturally, this advantage tends to increase as the net-
work load (i.e., the number of flows) and the number of opportunities (i.e.,
the number of nodes and links) increases. For example, JILP provides an
average aggregate throughput close to 33% higher than JRCAR in Topology
B when there are 50 flows in the network.

In Figure 5 it can be confirmed that an increase in the orthogonal chan-
nels implies an increase in the aggregate throughput. This was expected since
more orthogonal channels means less interference and contention. JILP out-
performs JRCAR consistently in all the scenarios, as occurred in the previous
results. As in Figure 4, in Figure 5 it can also be observed that Topology
A has an average aggregate throughput that is higher than that of Topology
B. This is because Topology B requires longer path lengths, since there are
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Figure 4: Average aggregate throughput as a function of the number of flows.
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Figure 5: Average aggregate throughput as a function of the number of channels.

more nodes and links. Having longer paths increases the end-to-end delay
and hence reduces the transmission rate of the TCP flows.

In our previous paper [26], we estimated some performance metrics such
as the bottleneck value, path length, and route updating, which suggested
BPR had potential benefits. In this article, by adopting the joint approach
JILP, we have confirmed our initial findings and have been able to quantify
the improvement in throughput in important LWB scenarios. In the following
subsection, we point out some of the additional advantages of our proposal.
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5.4. Fairness and Minimum Throughput

The fairness measures between the network flows and the minimum through-
put achieved by any flow are important metrics because they may reveal un-
desired factors that do not appear in metrics such as the aggregate through-
put. Naturally, it is not desirable to obtain improved aggregate throughput
at the cost of flow starvation or severe unfairness, for example. If this sit-
uation arises, it means that although the overall performance seems better,
some users may receive a very poor service or no service at all. In general,
fairness is the main metric used to investigate this sort of issue. However, we
have observed in our data that a metric of fairness was not able to properly
quantify the inequalities, which is what has led to the use of the metric for
average minimum throughput.

When estimating fairness, we employed the fairness index designed by
Jain [59], which is based on the following expression:

θ =
(
∑

f∈F ρf )2

n ∗∑f∈F (ρf )2
, (9)

where θ represents the fairness index between the network flows in a specific
simulation scenario s ∈ S, ρf is the average throughput of each flow f ∈ F ,
and n is the number of network flows. Thus, the average fairness between all
scenarios of a certain parametrization is trivially obtained:

Fa =
1

|S|
∑

s∈S
θ. (10)

In calculating the average minimum throughput, we initially estimated
the smaller throughput obtained in the network, that is: Tm = min ρf ,∀f ∈
F . Then the average minimum throughput can also be trivially obtained:

Tma =
1

|S|
∑

s∈S
Tm. (11)

In this part of the evaluation, we will focus on Topology B because the
results have a similar trend as in Topology A, as has been shown in the
previous subsections. Figures 6 and 7 display the average of Jain’s fairness
index and the average minimum throughput as a function of the number of
flows. As the number of flows increases, the variation in the path lengths
also increases, i.e., there is an increase in the variance of the end-to-end delay
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and hence in the variance of the throughput. Thus, there is a natural decline
in the average fairness index. The decrease in average minimum throughput
was expected since the number of flows sharing common network resources
increases. Both solutions, JILP and JRCAR, can be employed to mitigate
this issue, but the network bottleneck limits the extent of the improvement.
The difference between JILP and JRCAR is not clear for most values in the
average fairness index, although JILP is always superior. However, JILP is
able to keep an average minimum throughput that is notably higher than
JRCAR, especially when there is a heavy load. For example, when there are
50 flows in the network, JILP provides an average minimum throughput of
96 Kbps while JRCAR offers 60 Kbps.
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Figure 6: Fairness as a function of the
number of flows (Topology B).
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Figure 7: Minimum throughput as a func-
tion of the number of flows (Topology B).
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number of channels (Topology B).
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Figures 8 and 9 show the average fairness index and the average mini-
mum throughput as functions of the number of orthogonal channels. Since
an increase in the number of channels means an increase in the amount of
shared resources, there is an increase in the average fairness index and in
the average minimum throughput. While JILP always maintains a higher
average fairness index than JRCAR, the latter seems to be more sensitive
to an increase in the number of channels. The reason for this is that LBR
generates longer path lengths than BPR, which creates a higher demand for
the orthogonal channels required to reduce contention and interference. As a
result, the channel assignment algorithms tend to improve the average fair-
ness index while seeking to alleviate the links, in particular, those that are
most congested. Despite the similarity in the average fairness index when
there are 12 channels (Figure 8), there is a noticeable advantage in using
JILP in terms of the average minimum throughput (Figure 9). Again, the
main reason is the routing algorithms employed by JILP, which, on average,
create shorter path lengths and have an improved stability.

5.5. Additional Experiments

This section presents an additional performance evaluation of JILP under
different traffic flows and link rates. This evaluation employed Topology A,
i.e., 45 network nodes, and the five sets of traffic mix listed in Table 3. Each
set is composed of approximately 60% TCP, 30% low-rate UDP (100 Kbps),
and 10% high-rate UDP (1.5 Mbps) [60]. Low-rate UDP represents a voice
communication flow, e.g., a Skype conversation. High-rate UDP represents
a video flow, e.g., a Netflix video stream. Additionally, the transmission rate
is automatically chosen by the Minstrel rate control algorithm [61], which is
used in many real-world devices. Thus, the rate of each link varies over time
according to the channel conditions. The rest of the configuration follows
the description presented in Section 5.1.

Figure 10 illustrates how the number of flows affects the number of chan-
nel re-assignments, under this different scenario of traffic and link rates. As
in the previous results, the number of channel re-assignments increases as
the number of flows increases, and JILP notably outperforms JRCAR. This
confirms the efficiency of our heuristic BPR, which is activated on-demand
and makes localized changes.

In Figure 11, we present the average loss rate observed in the UDP traffic.
Even with the loss rate values’ being low, they may have an impact on time
sensitive applications. The stabler routes and shorter paths, which affect the
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Table 3: Sets of traffic mix.

Traffic mix TCP Low-rate UDP High-rate UDP Aggregate
A 9 4 2 15
B 18 9 3 30
C 27 13 5 45
D 36 18 6 60
E 45 22 8 75

contention, bear the main responsibility for making JILP significantly better
than JRCAR in terms of this metric. The UDP loss rate is also an indication
of the network condition experienced by the aggregate traffic mix. Thus,
we can expect that the TCP flows experience a lower loss rate (or higher
throughput) when BPR is the routing solution.
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Figure 10: Number of channel re-
assignments as a function of the number
of flows (Topology A).
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Figure 11: Average loss rate as a function
of the number of flows (Topology A).

Figure 12 shows the average throughput of the five sets of traffic mix
listed in Table 3. As expected, JILP performs better than JRCAR for TCP
traffic. This is consistent with the results presented in the previous sections.
JILP also provides some benefits to the high-rate UDP, mainly when the
network load is high. The loss rate presented in Figure 11 already suggested
this result.

Naturally, this environment, with dynamic rate adaptation and different
types of traffic, has an impact on the performance of JILP. For example,
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Figure 13 presents the minimum throughput as a function of the number of
flows. The highest minimum throughput is close to 100 Kbps because this
is the value for the low-rate UDP traffic. JILP outperforms JRCAR only
when the network load is high, and the advantage is less noticeable than the
previous results.
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In summary, both JILP and JRCAR are affected by the different types of
traffic and the rate adaptation algorithm. However, the performance of JILP
is superior to the JRCAR in most of the metrics and scenarios evaluated.

6. Conclusions and Future Research

In this article, we have presented a joint solution involving a routing and
channel assignment for wireless mesh networks in the context of low-cost
wireless backhauls. The core of our proposal, called JILP, is a set of rout-
ing algorithms designed for bottleneck reduction and path length control.
We have evaluated and compared our solution with a state of the art ap-
proach [24], called JRCAR, using the network simulator ns-3. The results
show that JILP outperforms JRCAR in terms of evaluated metrics, includ-
ing aggregate throughput and fairness. A fuller assessment of our proposal
and an illustration of its key features have been provided by evaluating com-
plementary metrics such as the number of channel re-assignments and the
number of path changes. In the performance evaluation, we took into account
the different load conditions (number of flows in the network) and different
amount of resources (number of orthogonal channels).
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In addition, we also analyzed the impact of routing heuristics on the
joint approach adopted to improve the traffic performance, where both joint
approaches use the same channel assignment algorithm. It was found that the
routing heuristic has a non-negligible impact on traffic performance. JILP
employs our BPR routing heuristic, while JRCAR uses the LBR routing
heuristic. BPR offers an on-demand solution that employs two algorithms
based on local routing decision-making for every created or finished flow.
Thus, BPR provides a more efficient trade-off between the network bottleneck
and the reduction of the path length in an efficient way, which can combine
these factors in a single solution. In future research, we intend to implement
BPR as a fully-functional routing protocol for real-world networks.
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